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Abstract 

 
The present paper compares the dynamics of research output of universities, which is expressed quantitatively, with the 
dynamics of transaction funds spending. Transaction costs are found to determine research performance of universities in 
terms of publishing research papers, obtaining patents, and participation in conferences and exhibitions. The paper empirically 
verifies the hypothesis that the transaction rate of knowledge generation expressed as participation in exhibitions in directly 
proportional to the number of economic units established at universities with the purpose of promoting the application of 
research achievements. The transaction rate of knowledge generation in the form of conference presentations is shown to be 
directly proportional to the university contractual work per capita.  
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1. Introduction 
 
We are now a witness to boosting the role of knowledge in economic activity virtually at all levels of economy. This is 
primarily because the world is rapidly shifting to another development stage, the core of which is going to constitute the 
economy based on knowledge. A distinct feature of the latter is knowledge playing the crucial role, with its generation 
becoming an impetus for economic growth.  

The analysis of world universities allows one to conclude that all sorts of funding there serve the primary function of 
any university – to distribute knowledge in society. Anything hampering its realization is considered unwelcome, and any 
commercial activity beyond knowledge transfer is seen as a principal cause of conflict of interests. That is why the need 
to scrutinize university research performance poses the challenge of great research relevance.   

The objective of the present work is to estimate the correlation between the dynamics of university research output, 
which is measured quantitatively, and the dynamics of spending the transaction funds.  

The investigation is organized according to the following research logic: 1) examination of the preceding bulk of 
research, 2) drawing up work hypotheses, 3) discussion of the empirical investigation procedure, 4) obtaining empirical 
data, 5) verification of the work hypotheses. 
 
2. Research Background 
 
B.R. Clark was the first to outline and elucidate three main perspectives of the university activity. The fundamental 
perspective of traditional universities suggests serving own academic ideals; the applied perspective, which is realized 
commercial universities, is focused on realization of ideas having commercial potential; the research work of a socially-
oriented university is aimed at objectives set by the society and the government (Clark B.R., 1983).  

The issues of evaluating performance of academic organizations have drawn the attention of many distinguished 
economic scholars. Thus, Bjørnåli E. S. and Gulbrandsen M. in 2010 addressed the ways of increasing profit of academic 
organizations by managerial stimulation of research performance (Bjørnåli E. S.and Gulbrandsen M., 2010). Nilsson A. 
S., Rikne A. and Bengtsson L. looked at promoting and increasing the cost of academic activity outcome (Nilsson A. S., 
Rikne A.and Bengtsson L., 2010). The issues of the cost of academic output transfer drew the attention of Zinkhan G. M., 
who saw the potential of reducing the costs of knowledge generation in its distribution through electronic media (Zinkhan 
G. M., 2008). Visser Evert-Jan tried to assess the transaction costs of generation and distribution of academic output 
(Visser Evert-Jan, 2007). The authors of the present paper turned to the matters of institutional analysis of knowledge 
generation (Popov E.V., Vlasov M.V., 2008).  

. Arrow believed transaction costs to be those of exploitation in an economic system (1994). He compared the 
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influence of transaction costs on economy with the phenomenon of friction in physics. Such ideas brought about a 
conclusion, that the closer an economy comes to the Walras’s general equilibrium model the lower the level of transaction 
costs it demonstrates, with the opposite being as true.  

On the other hand, D. North determined transaction costs as those consisting of ‘the costs of assessment of useful 
properties of exchange goods and the costs of property rights security and enforcement on their execution’. These costs 
were assumed the source of social, economic and political institutions (North D.C., 1981).  

Taking the K. Arrow and D. North's beliefs for granted, we define the cost assessment of an economic institution as 
the transaction costs of establishing the norm of interaction between economic agents.  

The need to consider transaction costs when investigating knowledge generation is clearly justified by the works of 
D. North, J. Wallis, and O. Williamson. The research of J. Wallis and D. North, devoted to transaction costs on 
macroeconomic level, showed the economic growth of a country to cause the expansion of its transaction sector (Wallis 
J., North D., 1986). Therefore, the growth of knowledge, which is a factor of economic development, is determined by a 
change in the transaction cost rate. The development of innovation activity is often followed by transactions with highly 
specific assets. It was O. Williamson who first highlighted the problem of asset specificity (Williamson O. E., 1979). This 
feature also indicates the need to elucidate the correlation between knowledge and transaction costs in an organization.  

The previous research allowed us to single out two types of transaction costs in academic organizations. In the 
academic sector of science, the vast majority of transaction costs of knowledge increase are the costs of information 
search and the costs of negotiations (Popov E.V., Vlasov M.V., 2012). 

We earlier also showed that, in terms of production companies, the knowledge increase is determined by the 
dynamics of transaction costs (Popov E.V., Vlasov M.V., 2013). Similarly, in turn, the transaction costs change effects 
knowledge generation in research institutions (Popov E.V., Vlasov M.V., 2012). 

Given the above-mentioned, we introduced the transaction rate of knowledge generation – a quantitative 
parameter, which describes the increase of knowledge under the increase of transaction costs (Popov E.V., Vlasov M.V., 
2013) 

The transaction rate of knowledge generation can be calculated with the following equation: 
 (1) 

vij  –rate of increase in j-IR (results of intellectual activity) under the change in i-transaction cost; dkj – increase of 
j- type of knowledge; dTCi - increase of i-transaction cost.  

The parameter vij allows one to estimate the degree of effect of a transaction cost on knowledge generation.  
It should be noted at this step, that by knowledge we understand structured and systematized information meant to 

meet certain objectives and to support the lives of human beings. In additon, I. Nonaka and H. Tacheuchi [18], as well as 
B.Landwall and S. Borras [16] pointed out that the process of generation and application of knowledge requires dynamic 
transformation of both tangible and intangible knowledge (or explicit and implicit knowledge), as well as the codified and 
non-codified relations between actors. P. Nightingale [17] was certain that if tangible knowledge can inevitably be 
transferred with some friction along time and distance, intangible knowledge is integrated within a human being in order 
to understand and utilise information.  

In the present research, the indicators of tangible knowledge will include: the number of papers published in 
research journals, the number of patents, as well as participation in exhibitions (the number of exhibitions attended and 
the number of exhibits). Intangible knowledge involves conference presentations. It is assumed that conference meetings 
discuss premature ideas not yet complete and verified, so they can only be referred to as intangible knowledge.  
 
3. Working Hypotheses 
 
Hence, the analysis of the above-mentioned bulk of research and authors’ contributions has allowed us to set out a 
number of working hypotheses for further investigation.  

Hypothesis 1: The performance of research work at a university subdivision, which can be described as knowledge 
generation in the form of papers published, patents obtained, participation in exhibitions and conferences, is determined 
to a large extent by transaction costs on research activity. 

It should be mentioned here, that by transaction costs on research activity we understand the money allocated 
(and listed in accounting entries) to information search, travel expenses, representation, and other costs associated with 
research work. Salary and bonuses to the university’s research and teaching staff are not included in transaction costs.  

To provide comparability of the results, similar university subdivisions were chosen, i.e. a number of Institutes of 
the Ural Federal University named after the first Russian President B.N. Yeltsin. Since education institutes are known to 
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be different considering the number of researchers, the second hypothesis is formulated as follows. 
Hypothesis 2: The transaction rate of knowledge generation, which is expressed as the number those having a 

degree and PhD students. 
To the opinion of the authors, the number of research developments, which are put on display at exhibitions, must 

correspond to the number of innovation enterprises established at the institutes involved. It brings about the third 
hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 3: The transaction rate of knowledge generation, which is expressed as exhibition participation, is 
proportional to the number of economic units established at the university with a purpose of promoting the application of 
research achievements.  

It seems evident that there is a connection between the patents obtained and the number of innovation enterprises. 
Hypothesis 4: The transaction rate of knowledge generation, which is expressed in the form of patents obtained, is 

proportional to the number of economic units established at the university in order to utilise research achievements.  
Assessment of intangible knowledge in terms of conference presentations deserves a particular attention. It is a 

belief of the authors of the present paper that the intensity of conference presentations must correspond to the number of 
contracts an educational institution signs, or, specifically, to the number of commercial contracts signed per an employee. 
Therefore, the fifth hypothesis may look as follows. 

Hypothesis 5: The transaction rate of knowledge generation, which is expressed as the number of conference 
presentations, is proportional to the university contractual output per capita. 

These working hypotheses have been verified by an extensive empirical study.  
 
4. Procedure of Empirical Study 
 
To provide the comparability of results, the representative sample included four large Institutes of the Ural Federal 
University named after B.N. Yeltsin specialized in sciences. For the sake of facilitation, the Institutes were assigned a 
serial number according to the number of faculty teaching staff: the first Institute - 297 persons, the second one – 254 
persons, the third one – 193 persons, and the forth one – 126 persons, respectively.  

When investigating the documentation of these Institutes, we filed the databases on the information effect and the 
output of research investigations in the years 2002 – 2011. It allowed us to obtain the empirical correlations of the 
tangible and intangible knowledge change under the change in transaction costs, as well as the transaction rate of 
knowledge generation.  

Fig.1 demonstrates the correlation between an increase in the number of research papers published and an 
increase in spending on research in the 1st Institution.  
 

 
Fig 1. Dependence of an increase in the number of the papers published on an increase in the transaction costs on 
research 
 
In the example given on Fig.1, v11 is 3,03. The indicator vij shows the share of the knowledge increase under 1% increase 
in the transaction costs. Similarly, the dependences of the transaction rates were drawn for all the knowledge types.  
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5. Data obtained and Verification of Hypotheses 
 
The research carried out has proved the first working hypothesis about strong correlation between transaction costs and 
research performance at universities (Tab.1). 
 
Table 1. Coefficients of correlation between transaction costs and research output  
 

Indicators
 
 

Transaction costs of Institutes 

Coefficients of dual correlation

Research Papers Conference Presentations Exhibits Patents 

1st Institute 0.8 0.79 0.79 0.88 
2nd Institute 0.8 0.86 0.76 0.79 
3rd Institute 0.88 0.82 0.83 0.87 
4th Institute 0.98 0.81 0.79 0.94 

 
Hence, the empirical investigation proved the research performance in a university's subdivision, which is given as 
knowledge generation in the form of papers published, patents drawn, participation in exhibitions and conferences, to be 
determined by the transaction costs on research activity.  

To verify Hypothesis 2, we compared the number of researchers, including those having a degree, as well as PhD 
students, with the transaction rates of knowledge generation in the form of published papers (Tab.2) 
 
Table 2. Transaction rates of knowledge generation in terms of the number of papers and the number of researchers 
 

Institution Rate of knowledge generation in the form of published papers Number of researchers, persons 
1st Institute 3.09 344
2nd Institute 0.41 253
3rd Institute 1.49 165
4th Institute 0.21 173

 
According to Table 2, Hypothesis 2 failed to be verified, because the transaction rate of knowledge generation tuned out 
to be disproportional to the number of researchers in an Institute. It seems likely that the transaction rate of knowledge 
generation in the form of papers published tends to be determined not by a total number of researchers but rather by their 
individual skills. This fact certainly requires further investigation.  

Table 3 provides the results of empirical testing of Hypothesis 3 about the correlation between the knowledge 
generation rate in the form of participation in exhibitions and the number of economic units established at the university to 
utilise the research achievements, as well as the results of intellectual activity on the whole.  
 
Table 3. Transaction rates of knowledge generation in terms of exhibit participation in exhibitions and the number of 
innovation economic units  
 

Institution Rate of knowledge generation in the form of exhibits Number of economic innovation units 
1st Institute 3.09 10

Institute 1.70 7
3rd Institute 0.72 4
4th Institute 0.04 2

 
Table 3 undeniably proves the hypothesis that the transaction rate of knowledge generation in the form of exhibit 
participation in exhibitions is proportional to the number of economic units established at the university in order to utilise 
the research achievements.  

It should be noted that the rate of a knowledge generation increase in the 1st Institute is 0.04. It seems likely that 
this type of knowledge has been created at the Institute, but the increase in the transaction costs in the given period has 
exceeded the knowledge increase. Supposedly, such minimal rate is the result of the minimal number of economic units 
established to promote the research achievement transfer.  

The tangible knowledge in the second Institute generated via exhibition participation corresponds to the minimal 
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correlation (0.76) and the maximal rate of intellectual results increase (3.09). Such significant rate is likely to be the result 
of the large number of economic units established with the Institute’s participation to utilise the research developments 
and the results of intellectual activity of the given subdivision.  

Table 4 depicts the empirical verification of Hypothesis 4 concerning the correlation between the knowledge 
generation in the form of patents and the number of innovation enterprises.  
 
Table 4. Transaction rates of knowledge increase in terms of patents and the number of innovation economic units 
 

Institute Knowledge generation rate in the form of patents Number of innovation economic units 
4th Institution 1.43 7
3rd Institution 0.70 4
1st Institution 0.30 2
2nd Institution 0.29 10

 
Table 4 shows that Hypothesis 4 has not been verified, because the transaction rate of knowledge generation expressed 
as the number of patents is not proportional to the number of economic units established at universities to apply the 
research developments. As well as with Hypothesis 2, application for patents seems mainly to be determined by the 
individual innovative characteristics of a particular researcher. 

Table 5 gives the empirical data verifying Hypothesis 5, which elucidates the correlation between the rate of 
knowledge generation during conference presentations and the total amount of contractual work done per one Institute’s 
employee.  
 
Table 5. Transaction rates of a knowledge increase in the form of conference presentations and the amount of 
contractual work per one employee a year  
 

Institution Knowledge generation rate in a form of conference 
presentations 

Amount of contractual work per one employee a year, 
thousands of rub. 

1st Institution 2.59 259,1
4th Institution 1.39 204,0
2nd Institution 0.30 202,2
3rd Institution 0.29 17,2

 
The data given in Table 5 provides convincing evidence for the validity of Hypothesis 5, which correlates the transaction 
rate of knowledge generation in the form of conference presentations and the amount of contractual work per one 
Institute’s employee.  
 
6. Conclusion 
 
To summarize, the theoretical and empirical study undertaken to compare the dynamics of university research output, 
which is expressed quantitatively, with the dynamics of transaction funds spending has allowed us to reach the following 
conclusions.  

First, the study has proved the hypothesis that transaction costs determine the university research performance in 
the form of papers published, patents obtained, and participation in exhibition and conferences.  

Second, the study has empirically supported the hypothesis that the transaction rate of knowledge generation in 
the form of exhibit participation in exhibitions is proportional to the number of economic units established at Institutes to 
utilise the research developments.  

Third, the empirically rejected hypotheses of correlation between the number of researchers and the transaction 
rate of research publication, as well as between the number of economic units and the transaction rate of patent 
registration, demonstrate the need to study these directions of intellectual activity in a greater detail.  

Forth, it has been empirically proved that the transaction rate of knowledge generation in the form of conference 
presentations is proportional to the amount of contractual work per one institute’s employee. 

On the whole, the present study devoted to the transaction rates of knowledge generation in terms of various 
results of intellectual activity is of pilot character and might serve as a ground for researchers to draw attention to the 
potential of encouraging innovation by means of transaction costs. 
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The research has produced the results of a world level. The practical relevance of this study is the possibility to use 
this data in planning, stimulation and increasing the efficiency of new knowledge generation at universities. The 
theoretical significance is the introduction of a new notion, i.e. the transaction rate of knowledge generation, in the arsenal 
of tools of knowledge economy. 
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